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Description

[0001
J

The present invention relates to a lithographic projection apparatus comprising:

- a radiation system for supplying a projection beam of radiation-

" aroXgraTlre; '"""'"^ ^^"^^"'"^ "^^^^ ^^"^ ^ P-- the projection beam
- a substrate table for holding a substrate and
- a projection system for projecting the patterr,ed beam onto a target portion of the substrate.

created in a target portion of the suSu.^ZTr^CT.T^^^^^^^
corresponding to a pattern that Is to be

pattern will correspond to a particular func ionalZer n a devi^. ht .
'^^^ ^^^^

grated circuit or other device (see below). s::::Z^:uZ7^:::i Zt^^ll^''^' ^"^^ ^"

p'^shiraTaSn^^^^^^^
radiation beam causes selective iransmlssior nirc^^^^^^^^^^

°' ^"^^ ^ '"^^'^ "^^
reflective mask) of the radiation in^pi^ng on rma^k al'rdl^oTr'" n"''

°' '^^^ °f ^
mask, the support structure will generally be a mLktll'/wh T'^'"

°" '^^^^ ^
position In the incoming radiation beam and thTtTrln^

which ensures that the nnask can be held at a desired
- A programmable mirror array. Oneexaml of s!chIZ '° ^^^"^ ' ^° '^^^'^^d-

control layer and a reflectiveL^ace.TetasL p^^^^^ ^"^-^ -^--S « viscoelastic

areas of the reflective surface reflect inddentTiaht aT^r^ h
« that (for example) addressed

light as undiffracted light. Using an 3^2"^^ 'f''
""addressed areas reflect incident

beam, leaving only the diffracted^bS ^n S^ mann^ TT^'^t
'^'^ ^' -"-'-'^

dressing pattern of the matrix-adressabirsur^^cr An atterLl T
P^"^''""'' to the ad-

employs a matrix arrangement of tiny miJors Tach of wh k
<>' « programmable mirror array

suitable localized elec.r' field, or bye^Sg piezoel^^^^^^
^ applying a

addressable, such that addressed mirrors will refl/rron
0"*=^ again, the mirrors are matrix-

dressed mirrors; in this manner the7efSblam^n»n^^^^^
'"""^

^ ^'^^^i^" ^ -nad-
adressable mirrors. The requfrid r^aTnS^^^^^^^^^^ ^"""T^

'° ''^ "'^'^^^^^'"S P^«^^" °f the matrix-
the Situations described heLbovTThe patteTnTna m^^^^^^^^

"""^ both of
More infom^ation on mirror arrays as hereS
po-Th-r^^^^^^^^^^^^^

Which incorporated he'^fn by r:Sce 12^^^^^ ""^''^ US 5.229.872.
frame or table, for example, wlJch may be fi^LIrn^J^L aTre^uS

'^"^ ^"''^^'^^ - «

a^r^aTarml:TaS^^^^^^^^^ ^peclhcal, direct itself to examples involving
context Of the patterning means as hereabole set forth

'""^ broader

Tsu^h are!'r^~e~ -—re of integrated circuits (ICs).
this pattern can be imaged onto a tara^^^onl^^Z ^ 'corresponding to an individual layer of the IC and
has been coated with a' layer of rSoJ sensftive^^^^^^^^^

°" ^ (^"^-n wafer) that

- network of adjacent target portions that are succesLelt:S11 «
apparatus, employing patterning by a mask on a mask «b7. J h ^ t

projection system, one at a time. In current
machine. In one type of lithographic pr^Son apoaTls^tnT T^"

"^^'^^ ^° different types of
pattem onto the target portion in one go su^ anTpattusTco^^^^^^ "J"''"*"'

^''P"^'"^
apparatus commonly referred to as asteo-and sS™! ? ^ ''^'^'°^^^*^f^''^*«PP«^ analtemative

=5 scanning the mask pattern under the proSction^eam fnT ~r *^ '"^^'^'^^ ''^ progressively
synchronously scanning the substrate tX^r^.e?" ami r.^^

^''^ "^'^^""'•"a" while
system will have a magnification factor M (genem fy < ltte soii VT h ".t"^ P^°i-«-
afactor.timesthatatwhich.hemask.abtsscanVe^rSjratir~
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described can be gleaned, for example, from US 6 046,792, incorporated herein by reference.

[0004] In a manufacturing process using a lithographic projection apparatus, a pattern (e.g. in a mask) is imaged

onto a substrate that Is at least partially covered by a layer of radiation-sensitive material (resist). Prior to this imaging

step, the substrate may undergo various procedures, such as priming, resist coating and a soft bake. After exposure,

5 the substrate may be subjected to other procedures, such as a post-exposure bake (PEB), development, a hard bake

and measurement/inspection of the imaged features. This array of procedures is used as a basis to pattern an individual

layer of a device, e.g. an IC. Such a patterned layer may then undergo various processes such as etching, ion-implan-

tation (doping), metallization, oxidation, chemo-mechanical polishing, etc., all intended to finish off an individual layer.

If several layers are required, then the whole procedure, or a variant thereof, will have to be repeated for each new
10 layer. Eventually, an array of devices will be present on the substrate (wafer). These devices are then separated from

one another by a technique such as dicing or sawing, whence the individual devices can be mounted on a carrier,

connected to pins, etc. Further information regarding such processes can be obtained, for example, from the book

"Microchip Fabrication: A Practical Guide to Semiconductor Processing", Third Edition, by Peter van Zant, McGraw
Hill Publishing Co., 1997, ISBN 0-07-067250-4, incorporated herein by reference.

15 [0005] For the sake of simplicity, the projection system may hereinafter be referred to as the "lens"; however this

term should be broadly interpreted as encompassing various types of projection system, including refractive optics,

reflective optics, and catadioptric systems, for example. The radiation system may also include components operating

according to any of these design types for directing, shaping or controlling the projection beam of radiation, and such

components may also be referred to below, collectively or singularly, as a "lens". Further, the lithographic apparatus

20 may be of a type having two or more substrate tables (and/or two or more mask tables). I n such "multiple stage" devices

the additional tables may be used in parallel, or preparatory steps may be carried out on one or more tables while one

or more other tables are being used for exposures. Dual stage lithographic apparatus are described, for example, in

US 5,969,441 and WO 98/40791, incorporated herein by reference.

[0006] For the correct positioning of substrate tables in the focus plane of the projection lens, a level sensor is used.

25 Level sensors used in lithographic projection apparatus are subject to at least two types of process dependency. Proc-

ess dependency is a type of error in which level sensor measurements provide differing results depending on how the

substrate being measured has been processed. For example, a substrate having a resist coating may appear to the

level sensor to be tilted when it is, in fact, perfectly flat (i.e., has no tilt). Likewise, even in the case that the surface of

the resist is at exactly the same height as a surface of a bare substrate, the level sensor may measure the two substrates

30 to have different heights. The first type of error is known as tilt process dependency and the second type of error is

known as height process dependency.

[0007] Moreover, even apparently identical wafer processing machines may exhibit different tilt process dependency

and/or height process dependency for a given process. That is, for a particular substrate that has been processed

according to a particular process, the measured height and/or tilt process dependency may vary from machine to

35 machine. This is likewise true for machines of different types. In a fabrication facility, It is common to have many ma-

chines working on executing a particular process. An available method of measuring and correcting such machine to

machine dependencies is to perform a FEM (focus energy matrix) for every machine for each process. FEMs (and

their readout on external devices) are time consuming and perfomriing one for each machine for each process results

in undesirable amounts of machine downtime. Thus, it would be helpful to characterize differences in process depend-

40 encies from machine to machine without having to measure a complete focus energy matrix for every machine for

every process.

[0008] It is an object of the present invention to provide a method of calibrating level sensors of at least two lithographic

projection apparatus to correct machine to machine level sensor process dependency differences without performing

a FEM for each machine for each process.

45 [0009] This and other objects are achieved according to the invention In a lithographic apparatus as specified in the

opening paragraph, characterized in that the apparatus comprises

means for measuring a first set of leveling data using a first lithographic projection apparatus for a reference

substrate,

means for measuring a second set of leveling data using'the first apparatus for a substrate processed according

50 to a selected process;

means for measuring a third set of leveling data using the second apparatus for the reference substrate;

means for measuring a fourth set of leveling data using the second apparatus for the substrate processed ac-

cording to the selected process; and

means for using the first, second, third and fourth sets of leveling data to calculate a set of level sensor parameters

55 corresponding to machine to machine level sensor differences for the selected process.

[0010] According to a further aspect of the invention there is provided a device manufacturing method comprising

the steps of:

BNSDOCID: <EP 1357435A1_I_>
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process; ^ "® ^"^^^ apparatus for a substrate processed according to a selected

selected process; and ' " """^ ^PP^^^*^^ ^he substrate processed according to the

KL2rror^?:r:^^^^^^^^^^^ --— according to the invention
tions. For example, I, may be employed in the manXL '

o Zf ^1 T^'"'"^
"^""^ -PP'--

patterns for magnetic domain memories, Hqu d c^llSav oi^^^^^^^^^^

'"''""^^
will appreciate that, in the context of such altemaUve aoolSnnT

*^'"-^"':^;^^9"^'*^ ^^^^ds, etc. The skilled artisan
text Should be considered as being replaced by h^ more aener.l t

' °^ "<^'«"

spectlvely. ^ ^ ^ ""^ tef^s "mask", "substrate" and "target portion", re-

[0012] 'n the present document, the terms "radiation" anH"h»o~..
radiation, including ultraviolet radiation^ ^TZaTeL^Z ZTT.I'^'^T^^^^

^

ultra-violet radiation, e.g. having a wavelength in the rant g^O 1^^^^^^^^^ '
°' """^ (^'^^^^"^^

electron beams. ^ ^ '^"9® ^-2° ^ as particle beams, such as ion beams or

[0014] in the Figures, corresponding reference symbols indicate corresponding parts.

Embodiments of the Invention

Ee„S';„',™,°rr*t '
"P'— ' -='»<«"5' •<> a P."»=.-I.r «mbod,.en, o,

a first obiecttable (masktabl*>^ MTnrl fn ! 1^ comprises a radiation source LA;
^

r«p,c, to «,m PL;
P~«.on,„g for .co„r,Wy posiitooing ,he subiaie „,„

r.ssrp^r™^"„';~rp^^^^^^orgei portion C (e.g. comprising one or more dies) of the substrate W.

.1357435A i_t_>
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inner radial extent (connmonly referred to as o-outer and a-inner, respectively) of the intensity distribution in the beam.

In addition, it will generally comprise various other components, such as an integrator IN and a condenser CO. In this

way, the beam PB impinging on the mask MA has a desired uniformity and intensity distribution in its cross-section.

[0017] It should be noted with regard to Figure 1 that the source LA may be within the housing of the lithographic

5 projection apparatus (as is often the case when the source LA Is a mercury lamp, for example), but that it may also be

remote from the lithographic projection apparatus, the radiation beam which it produces being led into the apparatus

(e.g. with the aid of suitable directing mirrors); this latter scenario is often the case when the source LA is an excimer

laser. The current invention and Claims encompass both of these scenarios.

[0018] The beam PB subsequently intercepts the mask MA, which is held on a mask table MT. Having traversed the

10 mask MA, the beam PB passes through the lens PL, which focuses the beam PB onto a target portion C of the substrate

W. With the aid of the second positioning means (and interferometric measuring means IF), the substrate table WT
can be moved accurately, e.g. so as to position different target portions C in the path of the beam PB. Similarly, the

first positioning means can be used to accurately position the mask MA with respect to the path of the beam PB, e.g.

after mechanical retrieval of the mask MA from a mask library, or during a scan. In general, movement of the object

IS tables MT, WT will be realized with the aid of a long-stroke module (coarse positioning) and a short-stroke module (fine

positioning), which are not explicitly depicted in Figure 1 . However, in the case of a wafer stepper (as opposed to a

step-and-scan apparatus) the mask table MT may just be connected to a short stroke actuator, or may be fixed. During

imaging, the reticle and substrate may be aligned using reticle alignment marks , Mg and substrate alignment marks

20 [0019] The depicted apparatus can be used in two different modes:

1 . In step mode, the mask table MT is kept essentially stationary, and an entire mask image is projected in one go

{i.e. a single 'flash") onto a target portion C. The substrate table WT is then shifted in the x and/or y directions so

that a different target portion C can bo Irradiated by the beam PB;

25 2. In scan mode, essentially the same scenario applies, except that a given target portion C is not exposed In a

single "flash". Instead, the mask table MT is movable in a given direction (the so-called "scan direction", e.g. the

y direction) with a speed v, so that the projection beam PB is caused to scan over a mask image; concurrently,

the substrate table WT is simultaneously moved in the same or opposite direction at a speed V= Mv, in which M
Is the magnification of the lens PL (typically, M= 1/4 or 1/5). In this manner, a relatively large target portion C can

30 be exposed, without having to compromise on resolution.

[0020] An important factor influencing the imaging quality of a lithographic apparatus is the accuracy with which the

mask Image is focused on the substrate. In practice, since the scope for adjusting the position of the focal plane of the

projection system PL Is limited and the depth of focus of that system is small, this means that the exposure area of the

35 wafer (substrate) must be positioned precisely in the focal plane of the projection system PL. To do this. It Is desirable

to know both the position of the focal plane of the projection system PL and the position of the top surface of the wafer.

Wafers are polished to a very high degree of flatness but nevertheless deviation of the wafer surface from perfect

flatness (referred to as "unflatness") of sufficient magnitude noticeably to affect focus accuracy can occur. Unflatness

may be caused, for example, by variations in wafer thickness, distortion of the shape of the wafer or contaminants on

40 the wafer holder. The presence of structures due to previous process steps also significantly affects the wafer height

(flatness). In the present invention, the cause of unflatness is largely irrelevant. Unless the context otherwise requires,

references below to "the wafer surface" refer to the top surface of the wafer onto which will be projected the mask image.

[0021 ] I n one example of operation of a level sensor, the level sensor measures the vertical (2) position of the physical

reference surface and the vertical position of the wafer surface, Zls. ^ plurality of points, and a second sensor, for

•^5 example a Z-interferometer, which simultaneously measures the vertical position of the substrate table, Z^p at the same
points. The wafer surface height is determined as Zwafer = ^ls "

^if- substrate table carrying the wafer is then

transferred to the exposure station and the vertical position of the physical reference surface is again determined. The

height map may then be referred to in positioning the wafer at the correct vertical position during the exposure process.

One example of a level sensor that could be used in accordance with the present invention is disclosed in US Pat. No.

50 5,191,200, and US Pat. App. No. 09/519,875 filed March 6, 2000 both of which are herein incorporated by reference

in their entirety.

[0022] As shown in Figure 2, there are many contributions to measurement errors In level sensor measurements. In

an illustrative example, an airfoot 20 rests on a base 22. The base Itself may have an Inherent tilt. Further, base

unflatness 24 (topography) can result in additional local tilt depending on how the airfoot 20 rests on the base 22. The
55 airfoot is coupled to a chuck via a set of chuck actuators (not shown). The chuck actuators may themselves have some

tilt 26, which may be further increased if some of the actuators are actuated improperly. The chuck 28 itself may not

be perfectly flat both In topography 30 and in tilt. If the chuck 28 is not perfectly flat, this can translate to unflatness of

the wafer 32. Moreover, the wafer 32 itself may not be flat, it may have a wedge shape or other topology. As a result

5
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photoresist 44, is located at the same physica^Sfh Aih.^t f-J"
'j' '^^^ ^ """""^'^ ^''^ a layer of

that the surface of the bare substrate is Jthrlxa^JslL h^^^^^^^^

'deal height measuring system should deteLine
However, in reality, it has been obse^ed thatTe me^^^^^^^
from the measured height h, of the processed fubsTra^e 42 Jr^o^ thl^t

^^''^''^'^ ^° <^*ffe^ent

measurement error other than process dentnHl.! ! ^
'^^^ "''9^"^ ^'ff^rent from h to represent

substrate 42- willfurther Show sorSfd^^^^^^^^^
is yet again different from the physical hejht h

^"'^ ^"'^ ^" ^^^-^^S^ •^^'9'^' ^e, which

using three parameters, displacement in he i S^^^
three parameters can be measured at a olura v n 1 .f L

^ ^"^ '"^^ ^ axis. These

set of Az(x.y) can be calculated by sll LbtrTit z fromTf ^"'^^ °" ^"^^'^^ °' '"^^ ^"''^'^^'^ «
height process dependencies (includrg w^t hS^S --responds to a map of
a set of and measurements can be made f^l^K ^L^^^ T"""^^'

^^'^'^^ Similarly,

be sufficient to p^rfom, a measurement aTf^nl oot^^^^^^ ^T^""
'^'^ '^'^ '^^^'^^'^'^^ may also

Should be considered to be a set hav'g onfy one membe?
' ' °'

^"'^^ ^^"'"^^ ^"'^^ ^ -"9'- P-"t

SseltTu^idTeX^^^^^^^^
substrate that has been processed in some nrede'^^^^^^ ^If'

^^'te-'^atively, the reference substrate may be a
suchasaFEM.forexam^e. Forsuchaprces's'^^^^^^

characterized using another method,
.s known, it may be used just as another type of rSrencHuhS^' ""'^f l'^^

P^°<=^^« dependency forthat substrate
temi "unprocessed" is used, however the eaua«onf!h^^^^

f'>"°«""9 equations, the
strate as discussed herein

''^^ ^''"^^'^"^ "e understood to include any other sort of reference sub-

sensors having substantially the same spot sTzr^each lithoorrh T °' f^'^"^"* ^-^P'^V^
spot Size will not have a large effect and each^ithoortJl annfT ^""^^'T '° '^^^^^'^teri^ed. In some instances.
COOas, Thedatacollected^canthenbeu^trror:^^^^^^^^

+ ^noiso+£dnft
(Eqn. 1]

+ TPDRXp^^^^ + e^^^^^ + e^^^
^^^^

+ T^PDRy^^^^^^ + e^;^^ + e^^,,
[Eqn. 3]
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[0029] Equation 1 states that for a pair of substrates, one processed and one unprocessed, the measured delta Z
is equal to the thickness difference, plus the height process dependency of the level sensor measurement of the proc-

essed substrate, plus two error factors, one related to detector noise and the other due to drift. Equations 2 and 3 are

similar and show that the measured change in rotation around an axis equals a wedge of the processed substrate

minus wedge of the unprocessed substrate plus tilt process dependency and error factors for noise and drift.

[0030] Equations 4, 5, and 6 can then be used to relate the two machines for the measured process:

^^P^m-Ml ^i^re/erence ^ ^process^ M\ ~ reference ^process) Kf2

^processed_M\ " ^processed_M2 ^reference_M2 ~ ^reference [Eqn. 4]

+ ^noise^MX " ^noise_M2 ^dnft_M\ " ^drift_M2

IS [0031] In equation 4, gprocessed ^reference overall errors in measured thickness and each has a value for each

machine, Ml, M2.

10

20

25

30

ATPDRXj^^^^2 - (^reference process)M\ "(^reference ~^process) 142

^Rxprocessed _ h4\ ^ ^Jbcprocessed_M2 ^Rxreference '~ ^Rxreference [EqE. 5]

+ ^Rxnoise_, MX ^ ^Rxnoise_M2 ^Rxdrifi _ A/1 ~ ^Rxdrifi_M2

ATPDRyi^^_l^2 =^ i.^yreference ~ process)MX ~ reference " ^yprocess )M2

+ ^Ryprocessed^MX ~ ^Ryprocessed_hfl ^Ryreference_M2 " ^Ryreference_M\ [Eqn. 6]

^R)moisc_MX ^Rynoise_M2 ^Rydrifl_M\ ^^Rydnft_M2

Likewise, after making the two sets of measurements for each of a group of machines, any two machines can be

compared using equations 4, 5 and 6. Once the sets of data are collected and the equations evaluated, the results

35 may be used to adjust a focal plane of the apparatus so that each exposure is in or near a best focus plane. Additional

sets of data for each of the reference and processed substrates may be measured for additional apparatus so that

more than two apparatus may be characterized in a similar fashion. In characterizing multiple apparatus, for example,

a third apparatus may be compared to either one of a first and a second apparatus or a combination of the two.

[0032] In certain circumstances, height process dependency accounts for a larger problem than does either of the

40 two tilt process dependencies. In such a case, a method in accordance with an embodiment of the present invention

may be employed measuring only the height measurements for each point measured. The inventors have determined

that by using light having a wavelength less than about 950nm, level sensor process dependency may be further

reduced.

[0033] Drift calibrations can be made in order to correct for machine drift. Likewise, noise error may be reduced by

45 averaging a series of measurements. By employing both techniques, the error (s) portions of each equation can be

reduced to a very low level leaving a measurement that essentially captures the process dependencies. In practice,

these corrections can provide measurements that have a higher degree of accuracy than FEMs while greatly reducing

the total time necessary to make the measurements. In one example of a drift correcting method multiple measurements

are made on each apparatus for each substrate and the two substrates are alternated between measurements. The
so resulting data points may be plotted to show a drift curve. The empirically determined curve may be used to extrapolate

drift data, or in some cases, a function may be fit to the curve and used to calculate expected drift.

[0034] It is further contemplated that multiple reference substrates may be employed in order to provide reduced

error. Likewise, it is contemplated that substrates to be measured could be aligned at a plurality of different angles

prior to leveling.

55 [0035] Whilst specific embodiments of the invention have been described above, it will be appreciated that the in-

vention may be practiced othenA/ise than as described. The description Is not intended to limit the invention.

BNSDOCID: <EP_ 1357435A1_I_>
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Claims

2. A method according to claim 1 wherein the reference substrate is a bare substrate.

3. A method according to Cairn 1 wherein the reference substrate comprises a substrate having a calibration resist

Characterizing a machine to machine process dependency of the predetemiined process.

5. A method according to claim 1 further comprising:

measuring a fifth set of lovoling data using a third apparatus for the reference substrate-

machino ^o,J^J^t^'^^^ '"'^'^ co.eaponding ,o machine ,o—rrr ^^^^^^ ~ » -

10. A device manufacturing method using a lithographic projection apparatus comprising:

matiLVcS:rel^,Tn IT^'"" ^ ^^^^ °^ ^ ^"''-^ ''-'"S « -<^'ation sensitive

eTrLtl^gSSoTbT"'"''^''^^^^^^

sTbstrJie'
' °' '^'^ "''"^ ' '''' P-i-^-" «PP-atus for an unprocessed

a LTSp^S^^^^^^ '^^^""^ '^^'^ "^'"^ ^''P^-'- a -^^t-e processed according to

measuring a third set of leveling data using the second apparatus for the unprocessed substrate;

.1357435A1J_>
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measuring a fourth set of leveling data using the second apparatus for the processed substrate; and

using the first, second, third and fourth sets of leveling data to calculate the set of level sensor paranneters

corresponding to machine to machine level sensor differences for the selected process.

5 11. A lithographic projection apparatus comprising:

a radiation system for providing a projection beam of radiation;

a support structure for supporting patterning means, the patterning means serving to pattern the projection

beam according to a desired pattern;

10 - a substrate table for holding a substrate;

a projection system for projecting the patterned beam onto a target portion of the substrate,

characterized in that the apparatus further comprises:

15 means for measuring a first set of leveling data using a first lithographic projection apparatus for a reference

substrate,

means for measuring a second set of leveling data using the first apparatus for a substrate processed according

to a selected process;

means for measuring a third set of leveling data using the second apparatus for the reference substrate;

20 means for measuring a fourth set of leveling data using the second apparatus for the substrate processed

according to the selected process; and

means for using the first, second, third and fourth sets of leveling data to calculate a set of level sensor pa-

rameters corresponding to machine to machine level sensor differences for the selected process.
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FIG, 2
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